
Character Area 5. Southern Hamlets:

Southern Hamlets: Map 1

General overview of character
The gentle undulating characteristic of this south-eastern area of Eastington, is made up of the
hamlets of Cress Green, Middle Street and Bath Road.
For the most part the Southern Hamlets sit on a spur of higher ground to the south of the River
Frome, which contains the highest point in the Parish. The area is bounded northerly by the River
Frome, westerly by the M5, southerly by Wickster’s Brook (the boundary between Easington and
Frocester parishes,) and easterly by the Stanley Downton sewage treatment works; at the southern
tip the Parish boundary wraps around the ancient woodland of ‘Five Acre Grove’, with the
Birmingham to Bristol main-line railway eastward, just beyond.

The reason why such good views can be enjoyed from the abundant network of footpaths can
appreciated from Map 2, showing the position of the elevated promontory extending two kilometres
into the low lying Berkeley Vale.  From Barrow Hill looking westwards along the southern edge of
the promontory, the picture clearly shows the causeway of the M5 Motorway running though the
Vale, with distant views over the River Severn to Forest of Dean beyond.
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Southern Hamlets Photo 1: (Table 1 – Photo 8a) Looking west along the elevated promontory showing the low lying
Vale of Berkeley through which the M5 motorway and other routes traverse

Layout
As the Aerial Map 2 shows, the Southern Hamlets are predominantly agricultural in layout with
clear field hedgerow boundaries, which provide important habitats and corridors for wildlife.
Narrow roads and lanes respect the line of ancient field boundaries to give access to the dwellings
in the hamlets as well as the two remaining farmsteads; often ending in cul-de-sacs. An interesting
feature of the layout of buildings / dwellings in the Southern Hamlets is that they reflect the era and
purpose for which they were built. i.e. one will find some farmstead clusters as well as rows of
workers’ cottages.

Topography
The topography is typical of a softly undulating valley with the highest point being 43m at the top of
Barrow Hill and Burnt Orchard.  The lowest point lies along Wickster’s Brook and the southern
Frome channel at 14m.  The majority of the space is high visibility land with wide-open views seen
from large parts of the parish and the surrounding Cotswold Hills. It is generally exposed and open.
Walking just beyond the southernmost boundary of the Parish at Wicksters Brook and looking back
towards Barrow Hill, the significant elevation of the promontory is clearly evident, with distinctive
topknot of Doverow Hill and Westrup over which the Cotswold Way traverses.



Southern Hamlets Map 2: A contextual map showing the significant elevated spur highlighting its unique position
extending into the low lying land of the Vale. The numbers show positions from where illustrative photographs have been

taken.

Spaces

Southern Hamlets Photo 2: (Table 1 – Photo 11a)
The Ancient 200 year-old Perry Orchard – unique to the Southern Hamlets

Local Green Space (LGS A) is an the area locally known as Swallowcroft is to the east of the
parish and this open space ensures that there is no rural erosion at the settlement edges and
prevents harm to the landscape character of the area. It is an area that has been identified in
various parish surveys as both special and convenient for walkers. The open space has a
convergence of six Public Rights of Way known as “Sixways” and presents views in all directions
that can only be enjoyed from the openness of the area.
The open space also fulfills an important function in separating the three hamlets of Alkerton,
Middle Street and Cress green.



Southern Hamlets Map 3:
The Local Green Space providing a buffer between hamlets of Middle Street, Bath Road & Cress green

The area benefits from a range of land uses, which include mixed farming and horticulture as well
as numerous well-used public rights of way.  On particularly noteworthy area is the ancient Perry
orchard, recorded as a mature orchard as far back as the1884 OS map. From the highest vantage
points can be seen a variety of crops such as grass, maize and oil-seed rape. Besides flocks of
sheep, dairy and beef cattle can frequently be seen grazing the pastures.
There is a productive market garden at Orchard Leigh, which is a Camphill community for
vulnerable adults.
The junction of Middle Street with Bath Road is located at the southern edge of the ‘settlement of
the village of Eastington, where there is a transition from the built core of the village to open
countryside. Bath Road is characterised by ribbon residential development, which thins out as you
leave the village behind. Middle Street is again characterised by ribbon development,
predominantly on the southern side of the road. As both roads diverge the density of development
reduces, with the rear gardens of the houses creating a green wedge between Middle Street and
Bath Road. The value of the ‘green wedge’ acting as visual space is further strengthened by the
testament by many local residents of its high amenity value. The open watercourse seen in the
foreground is in fact straight, however, in order to simultaneously show the residential properties
on both Bath Road and Middle Street, a panoramic photo collage has been used to effectively
bend the divergent roads within this picture.

Southern Hamlets Photo 3: (Table 1 – Photo 4)
The divergent visual space between diverging Middle Street and Bath Road with views over Coaley Peak
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Roads, streets and routes

The main route through the southern hamlets is Bath Road, which leads from the Village centre to
Frocester.  During peak times it is a very busy road largely used by inward and outward
commuters, heavy lorries and tractors too but very quiet at other times as seen below.

Southern Hamlets Photo 4: Bath Road

Southern Hamlets Photo 5: Middle Street

There are many smaller single-track lanes connecting the dwellings and farmsteads to the Bath
Road; these are all cul-de-sacs. One of these is Middle Street, running from Bath Road through the
hamlet towards Cress Green seen in the photograph 5 above.
Roads and lanes in the Southern Hamlets are not just paved walking routes but also provide safe
access for people with limited mobility, as well as children in buggies.  Middle Street in particular
has become an unofficial play-street enjoyed by the younger members of the community. The
valuable opportunity to exercise and socialise along the lanes should not be underestimated.
There is one sunken lane worthy of note, which connects Cress Green to Middle Street. This is
much used by walkers who appreciate the tarmac surface and the opportunity to enjoy a circular
walk with family and friends, especially young children.
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Most mornings in term time, families can be seen walking and pushing buggies along Middle Street
to Cress Green and onwards through the bridle path to Millend, as it is a popular safe route to the
village school.

Southern Hamlets Photo 6: (Table 1 – Photo 6)      Southern Hamlets Photo 7: (Table 1 – Photo 9)
View of ‘Sunken Lane’ from Middle Street Children en-route to school walking from

to Cress Green Cress Green towards Millend

Southern Hamlets Photo 8: Elmhay cottages in the upper part of Middle Street looking up to Frocester Hill

The range and extent of this area’s public rights of way is cherished by individuals, groups of
walkers and ramblers from near and far because of being an accessible and undeveloped open
area for walking and enjoyment, and also from its role in retaining the separate identities of Middle
Street and Eastington. )
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Southern Hamlets Photo 9: (Table 1 – Photo 4)
Walkers meeting on the popular route to Cress Green from Barrow Hill, with autumnal views over the Perry Orchard and

Royal Forest of Dean.

Green and natural features
As the wildlife corridor map below highlights, the Southern Hamlets provide a unique range of
valuable habitats.  Within the corridor one finds a haven for protected Great Crested Newts as well
as other amphibians, songbirds, birds of prey and wild flowers in sensitively cultivated meadows.

Southern Hamlets Photo 10: view of Middle Street showing wildlife corridor



Southern Hamlets Photo 11: (Table 1 – Photo 1)
The area between within Middle Street hamlet that is a wildlife corridor with 7 ponds (see map 4)

Landmarks, Buildings and details

Middle street (see map below) is a late Georgian / Victorian mix of settlements and has like the
other Hamlets evolved around the farmsteads and main route towards the Cotswolds. There is an
even mix of large 2 storey houses with cottages, semi-detached houses and small terraced
developments. The majority of the 20th century newer buildings are set against Bath Road and this
represents the more recent part of the hamlet.
Materials are a mix of Frampton Brick and Victorian (Tuffley / Stonehouse) brick with a wide range
of roofing materials.  Whilst a traditional form of design and character applies to the majority of the
houses in the northern / eastern part of Middle Street the housing along Bath Road exhibits a more
varied range of styles and designs from the last 200 years.

Southern Hamlets Map 4: Middle Street that contains seven ponds in both green space and gardens
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Cress Green currently has 13 households (see map below). All are of Georgian and Victorian
origin and design. These feature typical brick design features of the period and roofline and plan
proportions of those eras. Nine of the properties existed before 1830 with only 4 being built after
this date. All of these are believed to date from the late 1800’s, in the form of extensions and new
builds. The plot sizes and boundaries are virtually unchanged since 1839.  One house has been
lost since 1840.

Many of the properties have more recent extensions/renovation. Grove House has a date on it
MDCCCLXX (1870) and is the finest house at Cress Green. All properties have 2 storeys; some
also have converted attics (e.g. Grove House, Jigsaw and 3 Cress Green).

The houses at Cress Green form a silhouette along the top of the ridge and are of picturesque
landscape value.  The principal concern with any new build at Cress Green would be one of scale
(height) with latest building regulations.
8 semi-detached
3 cottages (detached)
2 detached houses
As with other Hamlets there is a strong relationship between house size and plot size. This
equates to between 10 and 20% of the house floor size to the plot.

The principal building material used in these buildings is rendering (over Pre-Victorian and
Victorian brick) with some houses showing old Frampton/ Eastington brick (Pre-Victorian) Pale
pink/ yellow/grey.

Roofing materials are as a mix of Victorian Clay Tile (Rosemary)/Roman tiles and replacement
ridged tiles and traditional slates.

Typical features of the vernacular building style include
- small-scale single storey lean-to extensions
- Flemish bond brickwork with flat or raised arches on the windows
- Brick chimneys at both gable ends
- Traditionally designed wooden or brick porch around a central front door
- Decorated roof line and slates (finials etc)
- Roofline brick decorations (brick corners sticking out etc)

Windows are 70% PVC frames with the rest being wooden casement windows of traditional section
and form. Grove House might have a mixture; the upper sash windows may be original, the lower
definitely PVC.



Southern Hamlets Map 5: Cress Green

Streetscape
The layout of Cress Green is largely simple and rural. There are no phone boxes or other public
amenities. The verges vary from 2m to 20cm’s. There is a small road island nicely grassed at the
road junction with a grit bin. Both lanes dissolve into walking tracks or bridleways that are
indicators of the old road system that harks back to the Georgian origins of the hamlets.

Views - Illustration by photographs
The attributes of the landscape of the ‘Southern Hamlets’ are best illustrated by photographs taken
obliquely at low level, to reflect the perspective of views enjoyed by the vast majority of walkers
and ramblers with feet firmly on the ground.  The perspective of views from the gently undulating
elevation of the ‘Southern Hamlets’ is unique in giving an entirely different panorama of both
Cotswold Escarpment and flat Vales and rivers, from those typically enjoyed from either high hills
or lowland plains.
The perspective of 360 degree panoramic views from the gently undulating elevation of the
‘Southern Hamlets’ enables the viewer to be simultaneously connected from one single vantage
position to surrounding hills and Severn Vale.  On fine clear days the context of this local
landscape can be further enhanced by long-distance views as far as Abergavenny and Clee Hills.
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Table 1 referencing photographs (N.B. photo nos. refer to positions on Map 6)

1 The area within Middle Street that is a wildlife corridor with 7 ponds (see map 4)

2 Looking NE over well-screened industry in Stonehouse and E along the Frome Valley to Stroud and
Selsley village.

3 The divergent open space between diverging Middle Street and Bath Road with views over Coaley
Peak

4 Walkers meeting on the popular route to Cress Green from Barrow Hill, with autumnal views over the
Perry Orchard and Royal Forest of Dean.

5 View of Middle Hall Farm, Burnt Orchard, Barrow Hill and Five Acre Grove that lie on the elevated
promontory on which the Southern Hamlets and much of Eastington are built.

6 From Middle Street the ‘sunken lane’ to Cress Green, that is so popular with walkers.

7a View westward over gently undulating landscape to Cress Green and Millend hamlets, and distant
landmarks of May Hill and Little Dean across the River Severn.

7b SE view over Selsley with characteristic ‘Tyrolean’ style Marling Church and popular grassland
common of Selsley and wooded Coaley Peak, seen over Five Acre Grove.

7c NE from Five Acre Grove towards Stonehouse and showing how effective screening can obscure
industrial complexes like the Sewerage Treatment Works.

8a Looking W along the elevated promontory showing the low lying Vale of Berkeley through which the
M5 motorway and other routes traverse.

8b Looking S from the promontory down Barrow Hill with views of Stinchcombe, Cam Long Down, Uley
Bury Iron Age Fort, and Coaly Peak picnic site and home of hang-glider club.

9 Children en-route to primary school walking from Cress Green towards Millend.

10a A summer view from the edge of Swallowcroft, looking SE over the Perry Orchard and well used
footpath to ‘six-ways’ with distant views of Coaly Peak and Cam Long Down.

10b Looking SW towards the Forest of Dean over low rooftops of Swallowcroft and Bath Road

10c From the Local Green Space, the view NE over Haresfield Beacon and landmark of Doverow Hill top
knot.

10d From the Local Green Space, the autumnal view S over the Perry Orchard to Coaley Peak and Cam
Long Down, with the hamlet of Middle Street hiding below.

11a The autumnal view westward over the Perry Orchard and Local Green Space, to show Middle Street,
Bath Road houses and Alkerton at the heart of the village. (Distant views of Forrest of Dean visible
beyond.)



Southern Hamlets Map 6: – positions of photos

The Southern Hamlets mark the transition between the flat, low lying Vale of Berkeley to the west,
and the upland Middle-Cotswold escarpment nearby to the east [as referenced p57,
Gloucestershire Landscape Character Assessment, January 2006]. This little-known elevated and
gently undulating small area is unique in punctuating the connection between the extensive flat
lands of the Berkeley and Severn Vales, and the famous AONB of the Cotswold escarpment.
From this area of gently undulating landscape there are remarkably fine views out of the Parish of
Eastington.  Full 360 degree panoramic views include Cinderford and highly characteristic May Hill
with its unmistakable top-knot of trees, and backdrop of the Forest of Dean beyond. There are
unhindered views via Lydney all the way to the Severn Bridge, and it is the wide unbroken line of
the distant horizon that immediately identifies the walker with a unique position.

Southern Hamlets Photo 12: (Table 1 – Photo 5)
View of Middle Hall Farm, Burnt Orchard, Barrow Hill and Five Acre Grove that lie on the elevated promontory

on which the Southern Hamlets and much of Eastington are built
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Southern Hamlets Photo 13: (Table 1 – Photo 7a)
A westerly view from the far SE point of the Hamlets showing the distant Royal Forest of Dean and May Hill

Similarly, turning southward one sees the wooded hills of Stinchcombe, which give unspoilt views
to the south, as do the unique forms of Cam Long Down and Peaked Down, Uley Bury and Coaley
Peak with its highly popular picnic site.

Southern Hamlets Photo 14; (Table 1 – Photo 8a)
Looking S from the promontory down Barrow Hill with views of Stinchcombe, Cam Long Down, Uley Bury Iron Age Fort,

and Coaly Peak picnic site and home of hang-glider club

The rounded grassland Common of Selsley and renowned Fort on Rodborough Common mark the
southern gateway into the principle town of Stroud, with Bisley Hill to the east. The wooded
‘topknot’ of Doverow Hill and slopes from Standish up to Haresfied Beacon and Robinswood Hill
give fine views to the north.

Southern Hamlets Photo 15: (Table 1 – Photo 10c)
This NE view from ‘Six-ways’ PROW shows Haresfield Beacon through Standish Woods to Doverow Hill ‘topknot’



Panning further to the NE, one can see the well-screened industry in Stonehouse, leading along
the Frome Valley into Stroud and further still to Selsley village.

Southern Hamlets Photo 16: (Table 1 – Photo 2)
Looking NE over well-screened industry in Stonehouse, E along the Frome Valley to Stroud and Selsley

Continuing to follow the SE view over Selsley one sees the characteristic ‘Tyrolean’ style Marling
Church and popular grassland common of Selsley and wooded Coaley Peak, seen over the
woodland of Five Acre Grove.  This ancient woodland, reputed to be greater than one thousand
years old, is embraced by Eastington Parish boundary.

Southern Hamlets Photo 17: (Table 1 – Photo 7b)
SE view over Selsley with characteristic ‘Tyrolean’ style Marling Church and popular grassland common of

Selsley and wooded Coaley Peak, seen over Five Acre Grove

Looking back towards the SE feature of the Southern Hamlets, one can glimpse the sewerage
works, which like the well-screened industrial sites of Stonehouse, is also sensitively hidden below
the treeline - as seen in picture 7c and N.B. distant view of May Hill.

Southern Hamlets Photo 18: (Table 1 – Photo 7c)
NE from Five Acre Grove towards Stonehouse and showing how effective screening can obscure industrial complexes

like the Sewerage Treatment Works



Southern Hamlets Photo 19: (Table 1 – Photo 10d)
An autumnal view S over the Perry Orchard to Coaley Peak, Uley Bury and Cam Long Down

From the Local Green Space, with the hamlet of Middle Street hiding below

Southern Hamlets Photo 20: (Table 1 – Photo 10a)
A summer view from the edge of Swallowcroft, SE over the Perry Orchard and well used footpath to ‘six-ways’

with distant views of Coaly Peak and Cam Long Down

Southern Hamlets Photo 21: (Table 1 – Photo 10b)
Looking SW towards the Forest of Dean over low rooftops of Swallowcroft and Bath Road

The view SW from the very popular footpaths in the wide open space at the edge of Swallowcroft,
looking over low rooftops of Bath Road and Alkerton, with distant Royal Forest of Dean and down
to the Severn Bridge.



Sensitivity to change in Character Area 5

 The spaces around this group of southern hamlets are important in defining their individual
settings and segregating them from each other and from Alkerton and Millend and therefore
are sensitive to change.

 The land to the east of Swallowcroft rises quite prominently and contains many well used public
footpaths. It is very sensitive to change.

 This area spreads around the southern extremity of Alkerton that is situated at the top of a low
hill. This rising land is very visible from the south, particularly from the M5 Motorway and thus is
sensitive to change.

The following map illustrates the aforementioned areas that are regarded as sensitive to change

Southern Hamlets Map 7: red areas sensitive to change in Character Area 5
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